Compulsory AS Level subject

Global Perspectives

Block A: Choose ONE only
[ ] Music
[ ] English literature
[ ] Maths
[ ] Psychology

Block B: Choose ONE only
[ ] Applied ICT
[ ] Biology
[ ] English Lang* (Available at AS Level only and will not continue into Y13)
[ ] Maths
[ ] Business Studies

Block C: Choose ONE only
[ ] Economics
[ ] Chemistry
[ ] Geography
[ ] French

Block D: Choose ONE only
[ ] Accounting
[ ] History
[ ] Art & Design
[ ] Physics

**AS subjects**
As a general rule you should have achieved, or be on course to achieve, an IGCSE B grade (or equivalent) in the AS Level subjects that you choose. If you have a C grade at IGCSE in a subject or lower you should consider a different option.

**AS to A Level:**
AS Levels are the precursor to A Levels, cover half the content of the A Level and are completed in one year. They are a qualification in their own right or may form a stage on the way to completing A Levels. In Y12 all our students study five AS Levels inclusive of Global Perspectives. On moving through to Y13 students elect to continue the study of four of their AS subject choices to A Level. All of our AS subjects are available at A Level with the exception of English Language and Global Perspectives which cannot be taken beyond AS Level.

Student Signature: ____________________________ Parent Signature: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Please complete and return to the TIS Admissions Office.